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ABSTRACT
Purpose: Deliberate reflection on initial diagnosis has been found to repair diagnostic errors. We
investigated the effectiveness of teaching students to use deliberate reflection on future cases and
whether their usage would depend on their perception of case difficulty.
Method: One-hundred-nineteen medical students solved cases either with deliberate-reflection or
without instructions to reflect. One week later, all participants solved six cases, each with two
equally likely diagnoses, but some symptoms in the case were associated with only one of the
diagnoses (discriminating features). Participants provided one diagnosis and subsequently wrote
down everything they remembered from it. After the first three cases, they were told that the next
three would be difficult cases. Reflection was measured by the proportion of discriminating fea-
tures recalled (overall; related to their provided diagnosis; related to alternative diagnosis).
Results: The deliberate-reflection condition recalled more features for the alternative diagnosis
than the control condition (p¼ .013) regardless of described difficulty. They also recalled more fea-
tures related to their provided diagnosis on the first three cases (p¼ .004), but on the last three
cases (described as difficult), there was no difference.
Conclusion: Learning deliberate reflection helped students engage in more reflective reasoning
when solving future cases.
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Introduction

The deliberate-reflection procedure (Mamede et al. 2008)
has been found to be an effective and consistently success-
ful cognitive intervention to improve diagnostic accuracy
(Lambe et al. 2016; Prakash et al. 2019), especially when
physicians solve complex cases (Mamede et al. 2008) or are
misled by cognitive bias (e.g. when physicians are dis-
tracted by a recently seen case that resembles the case at
hand but has a different diagnosis, i.e. availability bias
(Mamede et al. 2010), or by a patient’s disruptive behaviour
(Schmidt et al. 2017)). As physicians’ first impression of a
case influences how the presented information is inter-
preted, relevant features related to an alternative diagnosis
may sometimes remain unnoticed (due to anchoring and
confirmation bias (Wallsten 1981; Kostopoulou et al. 2012)).
In these situations, it can help to go back to the case and
analytically evaluate one’s first impression. With deliberate
reflection, physicians are asked to follow specific steps to
systematically analyse multiple possible diagnoses for the
case and how they relate to the findings from the case,
before coming to a final conclusion. These steps aim to
help physicians out of a tunnel vision induced by the first
hypothesis, to sufficiently consider alternative diagnoses,
and to correct initial mistakes.

Prior studies on the use of deliberate reflection
have mainly focussed on the effect that it has on the

diagnostic accuracy on a case (Mamede et al. 2008;
Mamede et al. 2010, 2012; Schmidt et al. 2017; Costa Filho
et al. 2019). A major open question is whether the proced-
ure itself can be learned and then applied autonomously
(i.e. without being prompted) when encountering future
cases. If physicians would learn this in their medical train-
ing, it may help them to avoid some diagnostic errors in
practice later on and may improve patient safety. While
previous studies (Ibiapina et al. 2014; Mamede et al. 2019)

Practice points
� Learning deliberate reflection helped students

engage in more reflective reasoning when solving
future cases, regardless of described difficulty.

� Students who had not been taught deliberate
reflection remembered more discriminating fea-
tures (i.e. engaged in more reflective reasoning)
when they expected cases to be difficult com-
pared to cases that had not been described as
difficult.

� Future studies should investigate whether teach-
ing medical students the deliberate reflection pro-
cedure would also lead to improved diagnostic
accuracy.
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found that studying examples of deliberate reflection posi-
tively affected students’ knowledge of the diagnoses
shown in the examples, we cannot infer that they also
learned and applied the deliberate reflection procedure
itself. In a recent study with residents in general-practice
training (Kuhn et al. 2021), we started to investigate
whether learning deliberate reflection via a learning-by-
teaching approach, would affect future diagnostic reason-
ing. In that study, participants who practised with deliber-
ate reflection first studied examples that showed how the
procedure was used (i.e. deliberate-reflection models). After
that, participants explained what they had learned to a fic-
titious peer while being video recorded. Learning by teach-
ing fosters an active engagement with the material, and
adding the video camera induces more arousal, which have
both been found to improve learning (Van Gog and
Rummel 2010; Hoogerheide et al. 2019). The recorded vid-
eos of our previous study showed that participants in the
learning-by-teaching condition had indeed learned the
steps of the deliberate-reflection procedure. On a delayed
test a couple of days later, all participants diagnosed new
cases while thinking aloud. Against our expectations, par-
ticipants in the deliberate-reflection condition did not
show more elements of the learned procedure in their
think-aloud protocols than did the control condition.

We consider three possible explanations for these
results. The first one is that even though participants had
learned the deliberate-reflection procedure, they did not
apply it in the test phase because they did not feel the
need to. We know that participants engage in more reflect-
ive reasoning when cases are described as being difficult
(Mamede et al. 2008). A second explanation is that the
think-aloud task, which was used to measure the residents’
reasoning in the test-phase, evoked a more analytical
approach for all residents (including the control condition).
A post-hoc measurement of reflective reasoning may be
better in order not to influence participants’ reasoning dur-
ing the diagnostic task. A third explanation is, that resi-
dents are already too experienced in diagnosing cases and
therefore do not easily adopt a new way of diagnostic rea-
soning. Less experienced physicians in training, like medical
students, may adopt deliberate reflection more easily.

Therefore, in the present study, we investigated whether
medical students would learn the deliberate-reflection pro-
cedure by first studying an example and then explaining it
to a fictitious peer (learning session) and whether this
would influence their reasoning in novel cases one week
later (test session) when compared to a control condition.
In the test session, we used a recall task after diagnosing
to measure the participants’ reflective reasoning, which has
been used for this purpose in previous studies (Mamede
et al. 2007). We only focussed on recalled symptoms that
helped to discriminate between possible diagnoses.
Engaging in deliberate reflection requires analysing and
weighing several diagnoses. Therefore, we expected that
when students engaged in deliberate reflection, they would
recall more of the relevant features related to not only
their own but also the alternative diagnosis, as focussing
on them may help to avoid a tunnel vision based on their
first impression of the case. A reflective approach may also
be reflected in more time spent diagnosing a case
(Mamede et al. 2007) and participants may report more
mental effort investment than with a non-analytical

approach (Ibiapina et al. 2014; Mamede et al. 2019).
Furthermore, we expected that the effect of practising with
deliberate reflection would be more pronounced or only
show when the cases in the test phase had been described
as being difficult than when no description of difficulty
was given, even if the difficulty of the cases does not actu-
ally change, because students may only feel the need to
apply deliberate reflection when cases are expected to be
difficult (Mamede et al. 2008).

Method

Design

The study consisted of a learning phase and a test phase
(Figure 1). During the learning phase, twenty pre-existing
student groups were randomly assigned to either the delib-
erate-reflection condition, where they studied examples
and then explained the deliberate-reflection procedure to a
fictitious peer, or to the control condition where they diag-
nosed cases without further instructions. About one week
later, all students took the same test on six new, clinical
cases of which three were described as being difficult cases
even though the difficulty did not actually change. They
were asked to first diagnose a case and then complete a
free recall activity by writing down everything they remem-
bered from the case. The ethics committee of the Erasmus
Medical Centre viewed the research proposal and granted
exemption from further review. The authors report there
are no competing interests to declare.

Participants

In 2019, we invited 138 medical students from the Erasmus
Medical Centre in Rotterdam who followed the general-
practice track of the clerkships in the fifth or sixth year of
their basic medical training of which 124 attended and
completed both sessions. Three participants were removed
for not filling in the informed consent form, and two more
participants were excluded for doing the test session earlier
than five or later than nine days after the learning sessions,
which left us with a final data set of 119 participants (74
female, 45 male; age M¼ 25.41, SD¼ 1.78). One of the par-
ticipants did not state their age. Supplementary Table 1
presents (additional) demographic information separately
for each study condition. The study took place during the
usual educational program. Every two weeks, one or two
pre-existing student groups would participate in the study.
A group consisted of five to twelve students. We alternated
between assigning a group to the control condition or the
deliberate reflection condition. To stimulate participation
and compensate for the invested time, students who par-
ticipated in this study could skip an assignment of their
usual educational program.

At the Erasmus Medical Centre, students are trained in
clinical reasoning in the Bachelor and Master medical pro-
gramme. During the three years of the Bachelor, there are
twelve lectures specifically concerning clinical reasoning
and 12 small-group sessions (with twelve to fourteen stu-
dents in each group). In the small-group sessions, students
are presented a clinical case and trained in the process of
clinical reasoning under the guidance of a clinician. In the
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Master programme, ten more of these small group sessions
take place.

Material and procedure

The study was conducted on computers (either laptops or
desktops) at the Erasmus Medical Centre. If participants
could not attend the sessions at the institution, they were
allowed to complete one or both sessions at home on their
own computer. The programs were computed with
Qualtrics software (Version 04.2019). We prepared two ver-
sions of each program of the learning session, and four
versions of the test sessions, presenting the cases in a dif-
ferent order.

Twelve written cases were used in this study, excluding
the filler task (Table 1). The cases resembled consultations

in general practice, each describing a different patient. The
six cases shown during the learning phase had been pre-
pared and validated for previous studies (Kuhn et al. 2020).
The six cases shown during the test session had been
intentionally prepared by experienced general practitioners
to be ambiguous cases with two equally plausible diagno-
ses. Each of the diagnoses had the same number of dis-
criminating features in the case, i.e. characteristics or
symptoms that spoke only for this diagnosis and not for
the other. To validate the cases, two general practitioners
who were blind to the intended diagnoses independently
solved the cases and were asked to give multiple diagno-
ses and estimate the likelihood for these diagnoses. If they
did not come to the same conclusion, or they did not think
that the two main diagnoses were equally likely, they
discussed and adjusted the cases until they agreed.

Figure 1. Overview of the study design.
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The physicians also discussed and agreed upon a list of the
discriminating features for both diagnoses.

Two weeks before a group of students could participate
in the first session of the study, a researcher visited that
group during one of their educational classes, informed
them about the study and asked for their participation. If a
student wanted to participate but was not able to attend
the study session at the Erasmus Medical Centre, the
researcher collected their email address. Shortly before the
session, these students who were unable to attend were
sent the material. For the learning session, they received
an information letter, informed consent letter and a link to
the study in Qualtrics. For the test session they received
the link to that part of the study in Qualtrics.

Learning session
At the beginning of the first session, all participants at the
Erasmus Medical Centre received an information letter and
were asked to give written informed consent. Then, they
started the program on the computer. All participants indi-
vidually watched a video that explained the instructions for
their condition and showed an example case that was
diagnosed following these instructions. After this, they
started to diagnose the first case.

Deliberate-reflection condition
Participants in the deliberate-reflection condition were
shown a case, asked to read it and when they had come to
the most likely diagnosis for the case, move on to the next
page. Here they were asked to fill in the most likely diag-
nosis for the case (diagnostic task). On the next page, they
saw the case again, together with a reflection table
(example in Supplementary Figure 1) that had been pre-
pared by an experienced general practitioner. It showed
the steps of deliberate reflection applied to this case with
three probable diagnoses for the case. The steps of deliber-
ate reflection are to write down the first diagnosis and
then systematically list findings from the case that speak
(1) for the diagnosis, (2) against the diagnosis, (3) that
were absent in the case but would be expected if the diag-
nosis were true, then (4) considerer an alternative diagnosis
and repeat steps 1–3. Only the last step, which is the rank-
ing of the diagnosis, was left out in the shown example.
Participants were asked to study the table and pay atten-
tion to the procedure (example-based learning task), and
then rank the three given diagnoses themselves. On the
following two pages, they were asked to rate the mental
effort they invested in solving the case (Paas 1992) and

their confidence in the final diagnosis. Confidence and
mental effort were rated on 9-point-Likert scales ranging
from 1 (very, very little confidence/effort) to 9 (very, very
much confidence/effort). Then they moved on to the next
case and followed the same instructions until all three
cases had been diagnosed.

After this, they started with the explanation task for
which they were asked to record two videos and explain
what they had learned in this session, addressing a ficti-
tious peer. For recording the videos, they used their web-
cam and an online video recorder (www.addpipe.com) that
was embedded in the program. For the first video explan-
ation activity, participants were shown an empty table with
the same format as the examples of deliberate reflection
they had seen before, and were asked to explain the steps
of deliberate reflection and why they help to prevent com-
mon reasoning errors. For the second video explanation
activity, they were shown one of the cases they had diag-
nosed earlier, together with a table that showed the steps
of deliberate reflection, but left out the findings from the
case. Participants were asked to explain how that case was
solved by applying deliberate reflection and therefore how
the table could be filled in while addressing a fictitious
peer who was also seeing the case and table but had not
solved the case. At the end of the session, participants
were asked to give some demographic information.

Control condition
Participants in the control condition did the same diagnos-
tic task as did the deliberate-reflection condition, but for
six instead of three cases to increase the time spend with
the study material, including the mental-effort and confi-
dence ratings after each case. To increase the duration of
the learning session even further, in order to keep it
approximately the same for both conditions, participants in
the control condition did an unrelated filler task. There
were asked to diagnose three more cases from internal
medicine, that were unrelated to the cases used in this
study. At the end of the session, participants were asked to
give some demographic information.

Test session
The test session was the same for both conditions. Again,
participants started with a diagnostic task, followed by the
mental-effort and confidence ratings. Then, participants
completed the recall task in which they were asked to write
down everything they could remember from the case.
Then, they moved on to the next case. After having seen

Table 1. Clinical conditions that were presented in the cases, excluding cases of the unrelated filler task.

Learning session Delayed test session

Both conditions: pneumonia/ pulmonary embolism (10 d.f.)
irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) myocardial infarction/ stomach ulcer (10 d.f.)
chronic pancreatitis migraine/ subarachnoidal haemorrhage (8 d.f.)
irritable bowel disease (IBD) stomach ulcer/ cholelithiasis (10 d.f.)

Control condition only: Gout/ cellulite (4 d.f.)
Bell’s palsy lung carcinoma/ chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (10 d.f.)
rosacea
multiple sclerosis

For the cases in the test session, the number of discriminating features (d.f.) that were counted for both diagnoses together, are shown
in brackets. Six cases were used for each session. During the learning session, the control condition did an additional filler task where
they diagnosed three cases from internal medicine, which were unrelated to the general practice cases and showed patients with
acute prostatitis, acute glomerulonephritis and deep vein thrombosis.
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the first three cases, participants were told that the follow-
ing three cases would be more difficult cases, that had
often been misdiagnosed by students with their level of
experience. As the order of the cases was counterbalanced
for the four versions of the test session, case difficulty did
not actually differ.

Analysis

Test phase
Participants’ answers on the recall task were scored by two
research assistants. They counted how many of the previ-
ously defined discriminating features for a diagnosis had
been recalled. The data of 16 participants (13%) was scored
by both research assistants with excellent interrater reliabil-
ity, ICC ¼ .90 (Cicchetti 1994).

The participants’ answers on the diagnostic task were
categorized into three categories by an experienced gen-
eral practitioner. Category A or B were corresponding to
the two diagnoses that we had determined to be the most
likely for the case. We included all participants’ diagnoses
that were exactly the same as the two most likely diagno-
ses or a related diagnosis if the related diagnosis had the
same discriminating features as those that we focussed on
(e.g. gastritis was put in a category with stomach ulcer).
Category C contained all other diagnoses, that did not fit
with one of the two diagnoses.

We then calculated how many discriminating features
participants had recalled that fitted with the diagnosis they
had given themselves, and how many fitted with the alter-
native diagnosis. All instances where a participant had
given a diagnosis that did not fit with one of the two most
likely diagnoses for the case (category C), were excluded
from this analysis (n¼ 13). We only excluded data regard-
ing that specific medical case, we did not entirely exclude
that participant’s data. For one participant, we had to
exclude two cases. For all other participants, we had to
exclude no more than one case. For each participant, we
calculated the proportion of recalled discriminating features
by dividing the number of discriminating features that a
participant had recalled by the number of features that
could have been recalled for the case (ranging from 2 to 5
features per diagnosis).

For all outcome measures (time to diagnosis, proportion
of recalled discriminating features for both diagnoses, pro-
portion of recalled discriminating features for own diagno-
sis, proportion of recalled discriminating features for
alternative diagnosis, mental effort, confidence) we calcu-
lated the mean for all cases that had no description of diffi-
culty and the mean for the cases described as difficult. For
each outcome measure, we conducted a mixed repeated-
measures ANOVA with the description of difficulty as a
within-subjects factor (no description; described as difficult)
and study condition as a between-subjects factor (control;
deliberate reflection). We used a significance level of a ¼
.05 for all analyses and provide gp2 as a measure of effect
size for the analyses of variances (ANOVA), with .01, .06, .14
corresponding to small, medium and large effects (Cohen
1988). When we found a significant interaction effect, we
also did a simple effects test to better understand the
effect that study condition had on the cases that were or
were not described as difficult. For this, we conducted a

one-way ANOVA for the cases of each description of diffi-
culty separately with study condition as a between-subjects
factor. The data were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics for
Windows version 25 (IBM, New York).

Results

Means and standard deviations are shown in Table 2. The
analysis of time to diagnose showed no main effect of condi-
tion, F (1,117) ¼ 1.33, p ¼ .25, gp

2 ¼ .01, no main effect of
description of difficulty, F (1,117) ¼ 2.68, p ¼ .10, gp

2 ¼ .02,
and no interaction effect, F (1,117) < 0.01, p ¼ .97, gp

2 < .01.
Figure 2 depicts the three types of mean proportion of

recalled discriminating features in relation to the descrip-
tion of difficulty of the cases. The analysis of proportion of
recalled discriminating features for both diagnoses showed a
significant main effect of condition, F (1,117) ¼ 4.70, p ¼
.03, gp

2 ¼ .04, as the deliberate-reflection condition (M ¼
.63, SD ¼ .12) recalled a higher proportion than the control
condition (M ¼ .57, SD ¼ .14). It showed no main effect of
description of difficulty, F (1,117) ¼ 1.62, p ¼ .21, gp

2 ¼ .01.
However, there was a significant interaction effect, F (1,117)
¼ 4.77, p ¼ .03, gp

2 ¼ .03, indicating that description of
difficulty had different effects on the two conditions.
Further tests showed, that for the cases without description
of difficulty the control condition recalled significantly less
discriminating features than did the deliberate-reflection
condition, F (1,117) ¼ 8.85, p < .01, gp

2 ¼ .07. For the cases
that were described as difficult, both conditions recalled
approximately the same number of features, F (1,117)
¼0.89, p ¼ .35, gp

2 < .01.
The analysis of proportion of recalled discriminating fea-

tures for own diagnosis showed no main effect of condition,
F (1,117) ¼ 1.52, p ¼ .22, gp

2 ¼ .01, and no main effect of
description of difficulty, F (1,117) ¼ 1.25, p ¼ .27, gp

2 ¼ .01.
However, there was a significant interaction effect, F (1,117)
¼ 9.85, p < .01, gp

2 ¼ .08. Further tests showed, that for
the cases without description of difficulty the control con-
dition recalled significantly less discriminating features
related to their own diagnosis than did the deliberate-
reflection condition, F (1,117) ¼ 8.54, p < .01, gp

2 ¼ .07.
For the cases that were described as difficult, both condi-
tions recalled about the same number of features related
to their own diagnosis, F (1,117) ¼0.44, p ¼ .51, gp

2 < .01.
The analysis of proportion of recalled discriminating fea-

tures for alternative diagnosis showed a significant main
effect of condition, F (1,117) ¼ 6.36, p ¼ .01, gp

2 ¼ .05,
indicating that the deliberate-reflection condition scored
higher (M ¼ .60, SD ¼ .14) than the control condition (M ¼
.53, SD ¼ .18). It also showed a significant main effect of
description of difficulty, F (1,117) ¼ 6.08, p ¼ .02, gp

2 ¼ .05,
as a higher proportion of discriminating features were
being recalled for cases described as difficult (M ¼ .59, SD
¼ .20) than for cases without description of difficulty (M ¼
.54, SD ¼ .20). There was no significant interaction effect, F
(1,117) < 0.01, p ¼ .96, gp

2 < .01.
The analysis of mental effort ratings showed no main

effect of condition, F (1,117) < 0.01, p ¼ .94, gp
2 < .01.

However, there was a significant main effect of description of
difficulty, F (1,117) ¼ 34.03, p < .01, gp

2 ¼ .23, indicating
that participants reported having invested more mental effort
when diagnosing cases described as difficult (M¼ 5.28,
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SD¼ 1.51) than when diagnosing cases without description
of difficulty (M¼ 4.50, SD¼ 1.52). There was no significant
interaction effect, F (1,117) ¼ 0.01, p ¼ .93, gp

2 < .01.
The analysis of confidence ratings showed no main effect

of condition, F (1,117) ¼ 0.04, p ¼ .85, gp
2 < .01, but there

was a significant main effect of description of difficulty, F
(1,117) ¼ 38.92, p < .01, gp

2 ¼ .25, indicating that partici-
pants reported lower confidence in their diagnosis on cases
described as difficult (M¼ 5.39, SD¼ 1.42) than on cases
without description of difficulty (M¼ 6.09, SD¼ 1.26). There
was no significant interaction effect, F (1,117) ¼ 1.07, p ¼
.30, gp

2 ¼ .01.

Discussion

The current study investigated whether medical students
who practised with the deliberate-reflection procedure would

adopt key elements of deliberate reflection when diagnosing
future cases and whether or not this would only show when
they expected to diagnose difficult cases. In a learning phase,
students either first studied examples of deliberate reflection
and then explained the procedure to a fictitious peer on
video (deliberate-reflection condition), or they diagnosed
cases without deliberate reflection (control condition). In a
test phase about a week later, all participants completed a
diagnostic and a recall task for six ambiguous cases. Our
findings show that students can indeed learn the deliberate
reflection procedure via example-based learning and learning
by teaching (cf. Kuhn et al. 2021), and more importantly, that
they did in fact seem to apply it autonomously (without
being triggered by a description of case difficulty) when
diagnosing new cases five to nine days later.

That is, we found that students in the deliberate-reflec-
tion condition recalled more of the discriminating features

Table 2. Means and standard deviations for all outcome measures collected during the test phase.

Cases without description Cases described as difficult All cases

N Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Time to Diagnose
Control 61 104.53 46.85 110.77 37.63 107.65 36.66
Deliberate Reflection 58 112.06 41.63 118.63 42.32 115.34 36.23
Total 119 108.20 44.36 114.60 40.01 111.40 36.50

Proportion of Recalled Discriminating Features for Both Diagnoses
Control 61 .55 .16 .59 .15 .57 .14
Deliberate Reflection 58 .63 .13 .62 .15 .63 .12
Total 119 .59 .15 .61 .15 .60 .14

Proportion of Recalled Discriminating Features for Own Diagnosis
Control 61 .60 .17 .63 .18 .62 .14
Deliberate Reflection 58 .69 .16 .61 .19 .65 .15
Total 119 .64 .17 .62 .18 .63 .15

Proportion of Recalled Discriminating Features for Alternative Diagnosis
Control 61 .50 .23 .55 .19 .53 .18
Deliberate Reflection 58 .58 .16 .63 .20 .60 .14
Total 119 .54 .20 .59 .20 .56 .16

Confidence
Control 61 6.17 1.29 5.35 1.43 5.76 1.20
Deliberate Reflection 58 6.01 1.23 5.43 1.42 5.72 1.20
Total 119 6.09 1.26 5.39 1.42 5.74 1.19

Mental Effort
Control 61 4.49 1.54 5.27 1.54 4.88 1.38
Deliberate Reflection 58 4.52 1.52 5.28 1.49 4.90 1.29
Total 119 4.50 1.52 5.28 1.51 4.89 1.33

Time to diagnose was measured in seconds; all proportions of recalled discriminating features range from 0–1; confidence and mental effort were scored
on 9-point-Likert scales ranging from 1 (very, very little confidence/effort) to 9 (very, very much confidence/effort).

Figure 2. Mean proportion of recalled discriminating features for both diagnoses, one’s own diagnosis, and the alternative diagnosis, split up by description of
difficulty (none, difficult). error bars show ± 2 standard error.
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of a case than did students in the control condition. This
suggests that they engaged in more reflective reasoning
(Mamede et al. 2007; Mamede et al. 2008), making use of
key elements of deliberate reflection, especially because
this effect was most pronounced for the recalled features
for the alternative diagnosis that they had not given them-
selves (and the deliberate-reflection procedure entails con-
sidering features of alternative diagnoses). Interestingly, the
application of the deliberate-reflection procedure did not
seem to take more time or effort, as there were no differ-
ences between the conditions in the time needed to solve
the test cases or in mental effort investment during the
test phase. An explanation for this may be that while stu-
dents approached the cases more reflectively, they did not
apply the whole deliberate-reflection procedure.

Whilst we had expected that the effect of practising
with deliberate reflection would only show on cases
described as difficult, as this may trigger them to use the
reflection method they had learned (Mamede et al. 2008),
the opposite was true: When cases had no description of
difficulty, participants in the deliberate reflection condition
recalled more discriminating features overall and related to
their own diagnoses than did the control condition. When
they expected the cases to be difficult, however, the differ-
ence between the condition diminished and was no longer
significant, as participants in the control condition also
recalled more of these features. This is in line with research
showing that describing a case as difficult can already
induce reflective reasoning (Mamede et al. 2008; Noyer
et al. 2017). This may indicate that the control condition
was also able to engage in reflective reasoning and pay
more attention to the details of a case, but they needed a
trigger to make use of it while the deliberate-reflection
condition already engaged in reflective reasoning. That the
difficulty announcement served as a trigger is suggested
by the fact that when cases were described as difficult,
both conditions recalled more features of the alternative
diagnoses than they did for cases without the description
of difficulty. Moreover, the mental effort and confidence
ratings confirm that manipulating the description of diffi-
culty did indeed change the participants’ perception of the
case; Participants reported more mental effort investment
but lower confidence for cases that they were told would
be difficult cases, although the difficulty of the cases did
not change.

A limitation of the study is that we do not know how
long-lasting the effects of practising with deliberate reflec-
tion are. It is known that physicians’ reasoning changes as
they gain more experience (Schmidt and Boshuizen 1993;
Schmidt and Rikers 2007). It may be, that the effect of
experience reduces the effect of learning deliberate reflec-
tion. Also, the effects found during the recall task, though
statistically significant, were only medium to small in size.
Therefore, the results and the recommendations for educa-
tional practice should be interpreted with caution. Another
limitation is, that we cannot determine whether students in
the deliberate-reflection condition did apply the procedure
the way they had learned it, or whether they just used ele-
ments of it.

As the purpose of this study was to see whether we
could teach students deliberate reflection with a learning-
by-teaching approach, we did not measure whether this

would also lead to an improvement in diagnostic accuracy.
The ambiguous cases used in the test phase, which had
multiple possible diagnoses, were not designed to test
diagnostic performance. Future studies could test whether
teaching deliberate reflection to students or manipulating
their perceived difficulty of a case would result in better
diagnostic performance. Furthermore, it would be interest-
ing in future research to test whether this intervention and
measurement approach is only effective when used with
students or also with more experienced residents and
physicians, with whom we did not find an effect in previ-
ous studies (Kuhn et al. 2020, 2021).

In conclusion, the current study showed that learning
deliberate reflection helped students to focus on the rele-
vant features of a case and to avoid a tunnel vision where
they only focussed on one diagnosis when they diagnosed
cases one week later. Telling students that the cases would
be difficult had a similar effect, but students who had
learned deliberate reflection did not seem to need this
information to engage in reflective reasoning. This suggests
that deliberate reflection can be taught and then applied
autonomously, which means that they may also be able to
apply this in medical practice where they get no prompts
to do so. By learning deliberate reflection as students, they
may internalise this way of diagnostic reasoning, which can
prevent diagnostic error in the future (Croskerry 2003;
Berner and Graber 2008). Future studies could investigate
whether these findings also apply to physicians with a dif-
ferent level of expertise and whether this would lead to an
improvement in diagnostic accuracy, for example in situa-
tions when they could be misled by cognitive bias.
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